Groundwater reservoir management scenarios in Yorkton area, Canada
effects of climate changes and the dynamic interchange with surface water
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OBJECTIVES

1. Verify the capability of fully integrated
model, HydroGeoSphere in replicating
existing conditions.
2. Sustainable groundwater management plan
for the Leech Lake Aquifer, Yorkton
3. Estimation and impact of exchange fluxes
at the GW-SW interface.
4. Prediction of future management scenarios
based on the understanding of possible
impacts of climate change and withdrawal
rate on groundwater resources.
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MANAGEMENT SCENARIO

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the subsurface layers has been constructed in Surfer 16 by means of the
cross-sectional log data obtained from the City of Yorkton whereas the DEM for the surface layer has been
extracted from the Geospatial Canada website. This defines the bottom and the top layers, respectively, and
in between lies the computational domain.
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CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION RESULTS
Validation and calibration exercises were conducted to build confidence in the modeling approach and to
estimate some parameters. The validation exercises were conducted against groundwater head observations
of four monitoring wells in the period from 2002 to 2015. Simulation results were showing reasonably
accurate matches with the observations and this accuracy has been certified by some of the frequently used
statistical error analysis tools.
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That is to say, this fully coupled model advances
the illustration of mutually dependent processes
like recharge, which is vital in the context of
climate change. This modeling case study has been
executed to support the viability of this integrated
approach in replicating the existing condition
which could be further used as a prediction model
in the light of quick and unpredictable changes.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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